COLLOCATIONS: BEAT, DEFEAT, ATTRACT, COMPETE, INVOLVE
Fill in the gaps with the collocations: **BEAT, DEFEAT, ATTRACT, COMPETE, INVOLVE**

____ fans
____ training
____ for a trophy
____ a crowd
____ an opponent
____ someone’s attention
____ a rival
____ in battle
____ for prize money
____ the other team
____ spectators
____ coordination
____ somebody’s gaze
____ for a title
____ teamwork
ANSWERS:

**Attract** fans

**Involve** training

**Compete** for a trophy

**Attract** a crowd

**Beat** an opponent

**Attract** someone’s attention

**Beat** a rival

**Defeat** in battle

**Compete** for prize money

**Beat the** other team

**Attract** spectators

**Involve** coordination

**Attract** somebody’s gaze

**Compete** for a title

**Involve** teamwork